Participant: FAQs Regarding PRIDE Illinois
1.

If I need to make up a class prior to July 1 and the start of PRIDE Illinois, can I make up the
session that I missed in the corresponding PRIDE Illinois class? Yes, you may. The
competencies, the foundation of each session, have remained the same in the new curriculum
as they have always been, session by session.

2. If I begin PRIDE Illinois in the classroom, can I take the Supplemental Classes online? Yes, you
may take the Supplemental Classes online. Let your licensing worker know and you will be
signed up to take the class On-Demand in the VTC.
3. Can I make up a missed in-class session online? Yes you can if you and your licensing worker
feel that it would be a good choice for you. There is a tool called the “Online Learning SelfAssessment” that you can complete and review with your licensing worker to see if the Online
work is a good fit for you.
4. What should I do if I do not complete my sessions in the time frame allowed? These cases are
being reviewed on an individual basis to see what would be best for you. You may be given a
time extension or you may be assigned to an Online Make-up PRIDE class. Your online trainer
should contact you regarding the missed deadline and work with you to find the best solution
for completing the work.
5. Can I complete more than the two PRIDE Online sessions in a week? No, the progress is limited
to 2 sessions per week.
6. Must I complete an Online Learning Assessment to take Supplemental Classes On-Demand? No,
the On-Demand classes do not require the assessment.
7. Who do I contact if I experience technical difficulty while take the Online Training? Contact your
online trainer. They will help you fill out a Trouble Shooting Form and submit it to the best
person to assist with the particular difficulty that you are having.

